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Course Summary 
 
Description 
 
AngularJS is a Google-supported, open-source JavaScript "MV*" or "single-page app" framework.  Although 
released a few years ago, it leaped to extreme popularity in 2013, and is now widely regarded as one of the top 
frameworks for JavaScript app development. 
 
AngularJS is an opinionated framework – it brings strong ideas about how apps should be built.  In return for 
working with AngularJS conventions, the framework provides an exceptional amount of “magic” to make app 
development and testing easier. 
 
This course provides a thorough introduction to the patterns and features of AngularJS. 
 
Objectives 
 
By the end of this course, students will be able to: 

 How to use AngularJS to reduce the amount of code you have to write to build great HTML5 user 
interfaces  

 How to use AngularJS data binding to increase the reliability and maintainability of your user interfaces  

 How to retrieve data from a back-end server, manipulate it, and display it, while letting AngularJS do 
most of the heavy lifting  

 How to modularize your AngularJS code with custom services and directives  

 How to test your AngularJS code  

 How to create and organize an AngularJS project a few useful AngularJS internals  

 How to find and leverage the many excellent open source AngularJS plugins available on the Internet 
 
Topics 
 

 Setting up your Angular project  

 Data Binding in AngularJS  

 Angular Filters  

 Unit Testing  

 Introducing ng-change and $watch  

 The Angular $digest Cycle  

 AngularJS Services  

 Security and AngularJS  

 AngularJS Routing  

 Form validation with AngularJS  

 AngularJS Directives  

 End-to-End Testing  
 
Audience 
 
Core AngularJS is geared to seasoned JavaScript developers with at least 6-12 months hands-on experience 
developing single page applications using any other JavaScript framework. 
 
Prerequisites 
 
Before taking this course, students should have a thorough understanding of JavaScript.  A jQuery background 
is highly helpful. 
 
Duration 

 
Three days 
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Course Outline 
 
I. Setting up your Angular project  

A. Using bower 
B. Using npm 
C. Organizing your source code  

 
II. Data Binding in AngularJS  

A. Building our first single-page web 
application  

B. Overview of Angular modules  
C. Controllers, scopes and views  

1. How does data get from a controller 
to a view?  

2. How do changes in the HTML 
inputs get back to the controller?  

3. Using $http to retrieve data from the 
server  

D. Debugging  
1. Using AngularJS Batarang  
2. Using the browser's console log  
3. Using tools like log4javascript 

 
III. Angular Filters  

A. How filters help keep display logic in the 
view and out of the controller  

B. Overview of built-in Angular filters  
C. Special topic: The filter filter  
D. Special topic: The orderBy filter  
E. Creating your own filters 

 
IV. Unit Testing  

A. The karma test runner  
1. Configuring karma 
2. Installing the karma command line 

interface  
3. Running karma 

B. Writing unit tests  
1. The Jasmine test framework  
2. AngularJS extensions to Jasmine 

C. Unit testing our filters 
 
V. Introducing ng-change and $watch  

A. Detecting changes to an input element 
as the user types, via ng-change 

B. Using $watch to accomplish the same 
thing 

 
VI. The Angular $digest Cycle  

A. How AngularJS does data binding  
B. $scope.$apply and the digest cycle  

C. How changes to input elements are 
detected and pushed into the controllers  

D. How changes to controller scope 
variables are detected and pushed into 
the view  

E. How often does the digest cycle run?  
F. Performance concerns  
G. Measuring performance with Batarang  

 
VII. AngularJS Services  

A. Defining services  
B. Using services to consolidate shared 

code  
C. Using services to share common data  
D. Building our own services  

1. Creating an error notification service  
2. Creating a front-end AJAX service 

that automatically handles errors  
3. Modifying our application to use the 

new services 
 
VIII. Security and AngularJS  

A. Handling the JSONP vulnerability  
B. Cross-Site Request Forgery protection  
C. Cross-Site Scripting protection  
D. The Angular ngSanitize module  

 
IX. AngularJS Routing  

A. Adding a second page to our 
application, without routing  

B. Observing how routing makes the user 
experience better  

C. Adding routing  
1. The ngRoute module  
2. Adding ngRoute to our application's 

dependencies  
3. Configuring routing with 

$routeProvider 
4. Modifying our application to use 

routing  
5. Route parameters and the $route 

service  
D. Nested routing  

1. Why nested routing is sometimes 
necessary  

2. Third-party packages that help with 
nested routing  
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Course Outline (cont’d) 
 
X. Form validation with AngularJS  

A. Built-in Angular form validation 
directives  

B. ng-pattern, in detail  
C. Form submission  

1. Preventing form submission if the 
form isn't valid  

D. The form controller  
E. Displaying validation errors  
F. Angular's form validation CSS classes 

 
XI. AngularJS Directives  

A. What directives are  
B. Why you might want to use directives  
C. Creating a directive to consolidate some 

common HTML  
D. The parts of a directive  

1. The scope specification  
2. The template  
3. The restrict parameter  
4. Other parameters  
5. The link function  
6. The compile function  

E. More complex directives 
1.  An parent accordion directive, with 

a child directive  
2. Using a directive controller to 

communicate between directives  
F. Custom form validations are directives, 

too 
 

XII. End-to-End Testing  
A. The protractor test runner  
B. Getting end-to-end testing running  

1. Updating the web manager drivers  
2. Running Selenium, your server, and 

protractor concurrently  
C. Jasmine tests and browser querying 

extensions 
 


